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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The well versed singer, obviously, must possess
knowledge of literature from many periods of music.

On The

Beach At Fontana, by Roger Sessions, represents vocal
literature currently published, reflecting basic style and
characteristics of twentieth-century music.
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
An investigation of this contemporary vocal composition has revealed many unusual features.

To accomplish a

competent performance these features should be examined and
understood.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Polymeter
Polymeter is defined as the superimposition of two
different meters (4:39).
Poly rhythm
Polyrhythm is the simultaneous use of strikingly
contrasting rhythms in differing parts of the musical fabric
(1:593).
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Atonality
Atonality is defined as music in which a definite
tonal center or key is purposely avoided (1:59).
Hemiola
Hemiola is a term applied to time-values which are
in the relationship of 3:2 (1:329).
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Characteristics of style in this study are limited
to elements of melody, rhythm and meter, tonality (harmony)
and form and texture.

Chapter 2
THE BEACH AT
-ON ----

FONTANA

In composing this composition, Sessions employs
text, vocal line and piano accompaniment on an equal basis.
However, each of these are basically a separate entity,
with their contributions distinctly separated, unique in
themselves.

Although it is difficult to characterize

Sessions' music as belonging to a certain "ism," Machlis
has stated:
His compositions lie in the area between atonal
chromaticism and the twelve tone row • • • (and)
remain on the periphery of the dodecaphonic school.
The complexity of his music is inseparable from the
complexity of his thinking. His is a subtle,
allusive mind that sees all the ramifications of an
idea and delights in tracing them to their ultimate
consequences (9:584).
MELODY
Although at times very singable, Sessions' melodic
line is conceived instrumentally.

This concept of melody is

arrived at through his use of the instrumental medium in the
majority of his writings (9:584).
paramount.

"Melody with Sessions is

Sessions derives his art of melody from

the idea of a human voice"

(6:171).

This is reflected in

the opening phrase where he uses the repeated, slurred
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eighth-note figure to simulate the effect of the voice imitating the sound of "whining" wind.
Example 1.

On The Beach At Fontana, measures 1-3

Wind whines_and whines.the shin - gle,
8····························································································
:::-~ ~

.

.

r,r
In a later section the same word is again slurred in a like
manner.
Example 2.

On The Beach At Fontana, measure 14.

ppp nut

t!S

pr. l,

=ifflf
The rise and fall of the melodic line is employed to
"paint" a picture of the rising and falling of a tide.

On

the word "numbers" the line begins an upward, diatonic progression, leaps downward on "single" and begins to climb
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again as if suggesting the actual rise and fall of waves on
a beach.

The irregularity of the waves is characterized by

the upward, downward, upward progression of the melody on
the words "silvered stone".

Further word painting is found

in the descending notes on "slime", and in the ascending
tones on "silvered stone".
On The Beach At Fontana, measures 7-11.

Example 3.

sea _ _ num- bers each

sin

gle Slime -

6 Jr O •D J

sil

vered _

stone,_ each

Jf 13 --1=~=
- ---=:~-=~~~
~'r' :-J ··•:.3 ~ q ..

t

i,~

~-=-~~~---

slime
.

----

-

sil

.

-

vercd _

stone.

Word painting is also evident in measure 30, where
the interval of a diminished fifth enhances "fear".

In

measure 38, the diminished sixth brings out "aching"
through the unexpected disjunctiveness of the melodic line.
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Example 4.
37-39.

On The Beach At Fontana, measure 30 and measures

·I'- · · ·- .--·----

meno J

---===----~

~-=--~r·-:_:~:=-..:.::.]~-:----~:::Jo.:_
: : _-::_._ :__ ~..I

---•--------

-·---•--- ______1

-

..;1 l

----·--·--------·--· ------~-- -fear _ _ __
dll -

--·-·- ,....-....,

-

,---·-.

·-

.
.
~~ - 1flt~· t.~
--- -- --=--~!f y - ~ -

A general characterization of the melodic line is
difficult to achieve.

It is both conjunct and disjunct,

depending upon the natural inflections of the text.

Its

dimension contains a wide vocal range (a minor thirteenth)
and is basically made up of three short motivational fragments, each separated by short piano transitions.

Intervals

of an octave and seventh evidently enhance the declamatory
and dramatic text.
Example 5.

On The Beach At Fontana, measures 19-20, 36.
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The unpredictable melodic line demands a performer with an
excellent ear.
RHYTHM AND METER
Sessions' fascination with rhythm is apparent in the
varied techniques employed in the development of this composition (4:481).

Polymetric devices, cross rhythms and dis-

placed accents are used concurrently and individually to
separate the vocal line from the accompaniment.
Polymetric Devices
Differing meters between voice and accompaniment are
superimposed in a type of hemiola, with coinciding duration
of measures.

Six-eight meter in the accompaniment is

frequently felt in two-four meter in the melodic line, both
meters having similar primary pulsations (5:46).

However,

the secondary pulsations of two-four meter do not coincide
with the six-eight meter, thus producing a feeling of
separateness and tension between the vocal line and the
piano accompaniment.
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Example 6.

On The Beach At Fontana, measures 14-18.

JJ l· q

~

wind _ _ _ __

whin

cold

-

sea ___

Grey _ __

er

...

I

-

I 1

and

wrap _ _ _ __

I

+-·

=

I
_,_

I

I

i:::;iiiiiiiiil

-

Displaced Accent
Another rhythmic device serving to create a feeling
of tension is the displaced accent (4:38).

In the following

example the accent is placed on the last eighth note of
each primary pulsation (beats 3 and 6).

This technique

serves to temporarily disrupt the smooth, flowing feeling
of the melodic line which was established in measures 1-3
in example 1, page 4.
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Example 7.

On The Beach At Fontana, measures 4-5.

The era - - -

■•

- ...... - -- -- -

■

zy pier -

- - . . . . . . . . . . - - .... - - - - - -

2·

- ..

,..,

-

--- --.

1-----r-1

. .

~ ---- -

----- ~·------------.
-

(2_•
~

stakes_groan,_

- - - - - - . . . . - .... - - • - - - .. - • - . . . . . . . .

~

--

I

I

~

•

7

-I

J-

--

The displaced accent also occurs in measures 8-10
where the melodic line, in its use of slurs, sets up a feeling of duple meter in the voice as it moves across the barline.

This effect is achieved because the accents fail to

fall on the recognized pulsations of six-eight meter in the
piano accompaniment.

As before, this device tends to

separate the vocal line from the piano.
Example 8.

sin

On The Beach At Fontana, measures 8-10.

gle Slime -

sil

vered _

stone,_ eac h

slime

-

v-

sil

jr ::>mp

vered __
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Cross Rhythms
Specific words are frequently accented through the
use of cross rhythms.

For example, the word "senile" is

coupled with a duplet figure in the vocal line while the
piano continues in six-eight meter.

This device allows the

two syllables of the word "senile" to be equally accented
within one beat, whereas if it were in six-eight meter one
syllable or the other would have two pulsations.

In measure

13 the use of the cross rhythm serves as an anacrusis to the
succeeding measure, and creates a feeling of two-four meter
before it is actually notated.
Example 9.

On The Beach At Fontana, measures 6 and 13-14.
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From a functional standpoint, such rhythmic devices
should be completely understood.

Although not difficult in

performance, their rendition must be accurate in order to
bring out the dramatic implications of the text.
TONALITY
On The Beach At Fontana contains a collection of
tonal devices ranging from modality through tonality.

The

vocal line begins in the key of A flat but in measure 5
alternates between A-flat mixolydian mode and the major key.
On The Beach At Fontana, measures 1-7.

Example 10.

Un poco in_quieto (.I. =M)
p
;}

·

~ I

-

-- - . --

.

■

r■

V

11.

3

.........,

---

...

--,

Wind whines_and whines_the shin - gle,

The era - zy pier ,
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•
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The use of the lowered-seventh degree (measure 6, above)
becomes the predominate figure throughout the entire work.
G natural is used sparingly for color and word emphasis and
becomes the tone which is basically altered.

This use of

G natural serves to begin the melodic outline of a diminished
chord on G which is finally resolved in a diatonic progression ending on A flat.
Example 11.

On The Beach At Fontana, measures 34-35.

-i 5

Ir--;;---,

•,-]1_=_-::'cc~ E
And

in_

my

~r~rheart___

,it •
how

Although the above device would seem to solidify the major
tonality, measures 38-40 complete the composition with the
lowered-seventh degree and a feeling of F minor.
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Example 12.

On The Beach At Fontana, measures 38-40.

While the vocal line exhibits some sense of tonality,
the piano accompaniment seems to destroy it.

The resulting

dissonances between the vocal line and the piano accompaniment obscure a feeling of tonality.
Example 13.

Grey _ __

On The Beach At Fontana, measures 16-21.

sea _ _

I

wrap _ _ _ __

him_
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Complete absence of chord structure either major,
minor or modal is evident in the accompaniment.

For example,

measure 48 has an A-minor chord on beat one, but this is
used to set up dissonance with A flat in the vocal line.
Tone clusters predominate the piano part.
Example 14.

On The Beach At Fontana, measures 1-5.

1oco in_quieto (.I.= 5~)
p
')

3

I-¼

...

,
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........_.

r

Wind whines_andwbines.the shin- gle,
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-
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These clusters are basically employed to create an
effect of atonality with the vocal line.

However, to say

that this piece is atonal would be ludicrous, since Sessions
regards the term as:
• . • at best a temporary slogan of doubtful usefulness.
If it is taken literally in the sense of
its derivation it implies music in which the tones
have no relationship to each other--an impossibility;
and it is in any case an evasion of the real issue
of what is actually heard in the music (10:408).
Therefore, since there are no "arbitrary lines of
demarcation" to establish where "tonality ends and atonality
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begins", it is difficult to term this work atonal (12:164).
To say that this composition deviates from the development
of harmony as traditionally conceived would probably place
it in its proper harmonic perspective (8:25).
FORM AND TEXTURE
This composition is an example of through-composed
form.

Elliott Carter aptly characterizes the form of this

work in stating:
During the progress of the over-all continuity
pattern Sessions uses, there is usually an increase
and decrease in definition and individualization of
motif, of rhythm, or of some other feature, or group
of features . . . . More and more the notion of
extended, continuously flowing sections, during
which ideas come to the surface, gain clarity and
definition, and then sink back into the general flow,
has characterized Sessions' unique style (2:379).
No sections are repeated and none are related through
repetition of words or melodic line.

Chapter 3

SUMMARY
On The Beach At Fontana is a significant example of
contemporary vocal solo literature.

The stylistic charac-

teristics of Sessions' composition are typical of contemporary writing, reflecting this modern composer's genius.
The writer, through investigation and performance of this
composition, has discovered melodic lines which are disjunct, rhythms which employ polymeter, displaced accents
and cross rhythms, obscure tonalities, and through-composed
form.

Perhaps Sessions best described his style when he

stated:
I reject any kind of dogma or platform.
I am
not trying to write "modern", "American", or "neoclassic" music.
I am seeking always and only the
coherent and living expression of my musical ideas •
. . • I dislike rhetoric, overemphasis, vulgarity,
but at the same time believe that perfection in art
is a sort of equilibrium which can be neither defined
nor counterfeited • • • I have no sympathy with consciously sought originality.
I accept my musical
ideas without theorizing (3:78).
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